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Introduction to Karmic Astrology

The effects of past life experiences can carry over into your current life,
accounting for interests, habits, even phobias which would defy explanation by
conventional methods.

This report examines possible past life connections using astrological methods.
It is not intended to be taken as a complete interpretation of your birth chart; it
looks at your chart from only one perspective.

It is written in simple language, avoiding the use of astrological terms as much as
possible. For the interest of students of astrology, relevant astrological
references are made at the top of each section.

There are certain factors which indicate a need to seek further answers through
past life regression. If you find reference to this within your chart, you may
discover that your spiritual growth will be enhanced by using this method. (Note:
Individuals with a number of these indicators in the chart have probably already
experienced spontaneous regressions.)

Not all charts will indicate a need for regressions. If your report does not indicate
such a need, then it is most likely that discovering your past lives through
regression is of little interest to you this time around.
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Chapter 1:  Most Important Prior Life Experiences

In traditional astrology, the Twelfth House represents your self-undoing, hidden
matters and the subconscious process. It is believed that we carry karmic
memories in our subconscious, and that these subconscious memories can
undermine our current life efforts.

When we remove the walls created by subconscious fears and guilt, we find that
the path to personal transformation lies beyond.

If, in your chapter you find a number of descriptions of planets placed in your
twelfth house, consider exploring your hidden self through past life regression.

12th house cusp in Sagittarius

You have a strong sense of morality which is not obvious to the outer world. You
set very high standards of personal conduct. You can be very harsh on yourself
for even the slightest transgression. You may become overly optimistic about
unsound ideas or projects.

Look for a significant prior lifetime where traditional religious beliefs were
honored. Consider your current attitudes towards traditional religion. Possible
prior fields of endeavor include the ministry, or being part of a religious governing
body, aviation, merchant shipping, teaching or the legal profession.

Sagittarius 12th House, Sagittarius Rising

You have a great deal of optimism and ambition.  Mixed with your jovial, optimistic
exterior is a certain amount of self-centeredness. Your prior life's religious
inclinations have been replaced by a broader philosophical point of view.
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Chapter 2:  Saturn (The Great Teacher)

The source of many of our self-imposed restrictions can be found in the
placement of the planet Saturn. The location of Saturn in a horoscope represents
the area of life where we have to learn the greatest lessons. It is through these
lessons that we grow and improve.

Just like your least liked teacher in school, Saturn's lessons require hard work
and self-discipline. And like the lessons from that teacher, Saturn's lessons are
not easily forgotten. The lessons you learn help you to find order and security in
your current life.

When a lesson from a prior life was not learned, you can experience inexplicable
guilt or self-restriction. Exploration of the unlearned lessons of Saturn can free
you to use all of your natural talents.

Saturn in 1st House

Seriousness and a sense of responsibility permeate your being. You have had
many burdens placed on you from childhood on. You may have had a difficult
birth. As a child you seemed more mature, almost rigid, when compared to your
peers. As an adult, you tend to take on more responsibilities than you can
comfortably handle. Watch for tension areas in the shoulders.

You are an old soul, someone who, in prior lives, has had responsibility for the
welfare of many others. Through your actions or the actions of others, you saw
those in your charge suffer. This time around you are still blaming yourself for
their suffering. In some circumstances you have chosen to incarnate with those
very same people.

On the positive side, you are very self-sufficient. On the negative side, you
extreme for the welfare of others can make you fearful of taking any decisive
action.

As you mature, your purpose in this life will become very clear and you will see
the restrictions experienced in your youth providing you with the fortitude to
achieve that purpose.

THIS PLACEMENT OF SATURN INDICATES THAT PAST LIFE
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REGRESSION IS NEEDED.

Saturn Conjunct Jupiter:

Your optimism is tempered with caution. In prior lifetimes, you have taken many
responsibilities and duties without concern for personal reward. This lifetime
offers you the opportunity to make the best career decisions and the
determination to stay with that decision until success is achieved. Balance your
hopefulness with practical reason and success will be yours.

Saturn Trine Venus:

Emotional and practical needs have been balanced in prior lifetimes. This time
you are loyal and trustworthy, carefully choosing your friends, who will also have
these traits. You are still very reserved when it comes to demonstrating your
affection, but your friends admire you for your courage and strength.
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Chapter 3:  Jupiter (Your Karmic Gifts)

Personal karma is not necessarily negative. You bring to this life certain talents
and interest which enable you to expand your horizons. Often overlooked for its
karmic value, the placement of the planet Jupiter in your chart can tell you about
your karmic gifts.

Jupiter describes spiritual rewards as well as the area of your current life where
you may experience material gains.

The lesson of Jupiter is best described as the acceptance of the law of karma.
The rewards you reap in this life time come from your prior life's good deeds,
and your future benefits (this life or another) are the rewards of your present fair
dealings and generosity.

Jupiter in Aquarius

You have an unusual set of moral values, unique to yourself but true for you,
nevertheless.

You are tolerant to new ideas and may find comfort in Eastern philosophy or
religion, astrology, or reincarnation. Your prior life as a social reformer or possibly
a member of a religious order is reflected in your interest in humanitarian
organizations.

Jupiter in 2nd House

You can make fortunate decisions in business matters. What seems to be luck in
getting opportunities is actually good business sense brought over from a prior
life, where you were involved in either real estate, farming or manufacturing of
practical, necessary products.

Jupiter Square Neptune:

You had a great capacity for spiritual understanding in prior lifetimes, which you
either denied or exploited. This karmic memory has left you confused about the
real nature of empathy and compassion. This time, you are again blessed with
psychic ability, empathy and the power of imagination. Learn to accept your
abilities as gifts and take responsibility for the proper or improper use of your
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talents.
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Chapter 4: Nodes of the Moon (Your Karmic

Doorways)

The point on a horoscope chart called the North Node of the Moon is not actually
a planet, but can be thought of as a doorway from your current life to your future.
And, its opposite point (the South Node of the Moon) can be thought of as a
doorway from your past life to your current one.

These two sensitive points can show you what goals you are concerned with in
this life and what habits from prior lives are holding you back from reaching those
goals.

North Node of the Moon in Leo

In prior lives, you promoted social reform and brotherhood, often at the expense
of close personal relationships. Creativity was repressed in favor of work for the
common good.

Your past live's goals were based on bettering the human condition, yet you
remained so detached from real people that the goal became an intellectual
exercise.

You have possibly spent past lives as a revolutionary, social worker, academic,
or even a hermit.

You still take pride in being different from other people, and often will maintain
your individuality at all costs.

In this lifetime, you are reluctant to share anything you have created with others
for fear of rejection or because of your basic shyness. You may hide your
insecurities by appearing detached and intellectually superior.

In order to maintain the balance between your two karmic doorways, you need to
tap the creativity within yourself and focus that creative energy on ways to make
social or artistic contributions to humanity. Let down your old barriers and you will
discover that you will be admired for your individuality and your creativity.
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Chapter 5: Planets in Retrograde (Reversed

Energies)

Planets in a horoscope chart which are marked as being in retrograde motion,
hide or reverse the true energy of that planet.

From a perspective of past life experiences, this usually means that some
experience in a prior lifetime was so negative that the individual refuses to use
that planetary energy in any manner.

Mercury Retrograde

Communication can be difficult for you in some manner. You may find your ideas
difficult to relate to others; or, you may have experienced, sometime in your life, a
case of extreme shyness.

In a prior life, you may have participated in a situation where you misused the
power of communication, by gossip, inflammatory speaking or writing, or twisting
the truth, to make advantages for yourself.

Your lesson in this life is to speak the truth when you do speak and to govern
your actions by your code of ethics.

Jupiter Retrograde

You are concerned with growth and expansion, but find it difficult to achieve.
Success or luck may elude you.

In a prior life, you may have refused to change with the times, holding on to
outmoded ideas and ideals. In each life, you learn lessons and grow. Since you
chose not to make changes in one life, it is necessary for you to go through the
lessons of that life again.

Your lesson in this lifetime is to determine which opportunities offered to you will
create the greatest amount of personal (inner) growth and expansion. When you
make your changes, success will occur on the outside as well.

Saturn Retrograde

You have a great deal of inner reserve. You are very serious about completing
everything you start, sometimes when better judgment would recommend
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abandoning a project. You have always appeared mature beyond your years.

In a prior life, you avoided or were unable to fulfill your responsibilities, thus
leaving many things undone or partially complete.

Your lesson in this lifetime is complete your projects and live up to your
responsibilities. You have a great deal of wisdom from prior life experiences
which will help you to teach others the value of completion.

Neptune Retrograde

Sometimes you find it difficult to determine what is real and what is not. You have
a vivid imagination and you find comfort in your daydreaming and fantasy.
Although it may not be recognized as such, you have a psychic gift.

In a prior life, you may have used illusion and delusion to take undue advantage
of others. You were attracted to things psychic and may have even represented
yourself as a medium or even as a magician. In this lifetime, you are still drawn to
psychic and occult matters.

Your lesson in this lifetime, is to develop your real spiritual side. You may decide
to use your psychic gifts for personal gain. If you do so, use them honestly,
avoiding deception of others at all costs.
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Your birth chart interpretation is based on the positions of the planets at the time
of your birth. For the benefit of students of astrology, these positions, along with
other technical information, are listed below:

Sun      9 Can 40               Neptune   8 Sco 38
Moon    25 Aqu 02               Pluto     6 Vir 03
Mercury  3 Can 12               Asc.     18 Sag 25
Venus   24 Tau 24               MC       23 Lib 03
Mars     1 Vir 39               2nd cusp 29 Cap 48
Jupiter  5 Aqu 06               3rd cusp 18 Pis 21
Saturn  27 Cap 49               5th cusp 16 Tau 03
Uranus  23 Leo 20               6th cusp  3 Gem 18

Tropical  Placidus   Daylight Savings Time observed
GMT: 18:45:00   Time Zone: 0 hours West
Lat. and Long. of birth: 52 N 50    0 E 30  

Aspects and orbs:
Conjunction:  8 Deg 00 Min
Opposition :  8 Deg 00 Min
Square     :  6 Deg 00 Min
Trine      :  6 Deg 00 Min
Sextile    :  6 Deg 00 Min
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